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When it became clear that moving forward with an in-person music festival on the 
Oberlin campus was out of the question, Credo wasted no time making the decision to 
take the 2020 Festival online. “We thought that if the projections were right, there would 
be portions of the population that would feel safer with this method,” Credo’s Artistic 
Director Peter Slowik said during a recent telephone interview. “I think we had 
announced Credo Online by March 15, and I believe we were the first music festival to 
do that.” 
 
Beginning on June 22 and continuing through July 10, nearly 160 students will be 
logging in every day to participate in live events including master classes, private 
lessons, and chamber music excerpt classes. Students will also have access to a variety 
of recorded content such as curated concerts by the Arianna, Callisto, and Jasper String 
Quartets, and faculty lectures about technique, as well as music theory and history 
discussions. They can also engage with their fellow Festival participants during 
“hangout sessions.” 
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How did the Festival planners figure out how to make everything work smoothly and 
efficiently? “It’s funny, because you solve one problem only to discover that you’ve 
created another,” Slowik said. “Most music festivals are built on the premise that you get 
a bunch of people together, sort them out, and do a lot of interactive things. But when 
you have students from five time zones in the U.S. alone, not to mention Asia, and 
teachers in three time zones in the U.S., it gets a little interesting when you’re planning 
remote private lessons. It’s also important that everybody is together for a master class, 
so those need to be scheduled at a certain time of day.”  
  
Another issue that needed to be taken into consideration is that people’s attention spans 
are different online. “We’re thinking in smaller segments,” Slowik said. “There won’t be 
any hour-and-a-half to two-hour master classes — they may only be an hour. There will 
also be a lot of fifteen-minute segments where we’ll focus on some technical or musical 
aspects.” 
  
Like many classical music organizations, Credo was planning to focus this summer’s 
activities on Beethoven, which included bringing in some of Slowik’s Oberlin 
colleagues. Music Theory Professor Brian Alegant and Musicology Professor Charles 
McGuire had planned to present lectures about his music. “They’re still going to be 
talking about Beethoven’s chamber music, but they’ll talk about it in modular fashion — 
hypermeter, or first editions of his works, or first performances,” Slowik said. “They’ll 
also have office hours where students can dig deeper into some of these topics that are 
just broached in the mini lectures.” 
 
A bright spot with so many festivals being canceled this summer is that Slowik was able 
to enlist many of the Oberlin Conservatory faculty to teach at Credo. “Most of my 
colleagues are usually gone in the summer, so instead of Credo being at Oberlin, this 
year we flipped the script and Oberlin is at Credo.” 
 
The Festival will again feature residencies by prominent string quartets. Prior to moving 
to the online format, Credo had already engaged the Arianna, Jasper, and Callisto 
quartets. “Jasper was formed at Oberlin and two of the members of the Callisto 
— violinist Rachel Stenzel and cellist Hannah Moses — were multi-year Credo students. 
And all four members did their undergrad work at the Cleveland Institute of Music.”  
 
Slowik noted that a lot of planning discussions centered on why students attend festivals. 
He said that an important reason is community. “A good music festival challenges 
students, but it also finds ways of supporting and encouraging them. “When students live 
in community for several weeks, they find what they should find. But if they are at 
home, they may not know what to look for, so we’re having lunch tables with faculty 
members, and students are also introducing themselves on the Credo Facebook page.” 

https://www.facebook.com/credo48/


 

 
 
As always, community engagement activities will remain integral to what Credo is 
about: the idea that musicians can make a difference in the world. During the Festival 
each student will be required to take on two musical projects and two non-musical 
projects. “It’s as easy as volunteering at your local food bank, then while people are 
arriving in their cars, playing a concert for them. But it is harder this year because some 
of our best target audiences are people in nursing homes and prisons,” Slowik said. The 
Festival has created a system for people to find a project, and an accountability system 
so that students can gather to talk about their service.  
 
“We also have two Credo alumni who are music education string faculty at Eastman and 
Texas Tech, and they have put together a robust menu of possibilities. We usually make 
it easy for the students — this way they have to want to do it a little bit more. And it 
does rely on a family’s buy-in.” 
  
Although faculty performances are still being planned, Slowik did say that on July 6, 
cellist Dmitri Kousov will present a live-streamed concert, as will violinist David 
Bowlin and pianist Tony Cho on July 7. Faculty quartet concerts will be held on June 29 
(Callisto), July 1 (Arianna), and July 9 (Jasper). All performances begin at 8:30 pm and 
are available to the public. 
 



“All of this is not as easy as flipping the switch,” Slowik said. “There’s a lot of 
self-reflection involved and hopefully we all will have learned something about 
ourselves and different ways to bring music to other people. It’s a neat challenge.”  
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